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The environmental impact has become an important aspect to consider for companies. 

Energy efficiency is a significant part of the environmental impact that is continuously 

improved. New solutions are found to increase the energy efficiency and at the same 

time decrease the energy costs. The use of waste heat sources can be an efficient way 

to decrease the use of primary energy. 

 

The focus of this work has been to identify waste heat sources that could be used to 

heat office and production spaces at a paper mill. Three different waste heat sources 

have been evaluated for the purpose of replacing district heating with waste heat from 

the process. The different waste heat sources considered was moist air from the dryer 

section, process wastewater and hot air from turbo blowers. The plan is to build a 

parallel heating system and the goal is to replace as much as possible of the district 

heating used. However, it was found that the waste heat from the wastewater or a 

combination of the air from turbo blowers and the wastewater could cover the entire 

heating demand even on the colder winter days. An evaluation of the different waste 

heat sources as well as a sensitivity analysis have been conducted.  

 

 

 

Keywords: Waste heat recovery, low-grade heat sources, energy efficiency, paper 

machine, heat exchanger 
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Abbreviations 

 

𝜃 - Temperature 

BAT – Best Available Techniques 

𝑐𝑝 – Specific heat capacity 

DA – Dry air 

ℎ - Enthalpy 

𝑖 – Specific enthalpy 

�̇� – mass flow 

𝑝 - Pressure 

𝑝k – Saturation pressure 

PM1 – Paper machine 1, the paper machine at BillerudKorsnäs Finland 

�̇� – Heat flow rate 

RH – Relative humidity 

𝑥 – Humidity ratio 
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1 Introduction 

 

Paper manufacturing is an energy-intensive field within the industry. Energy prices 

have been constantly rising over the past few years, increasing the interest for energy-

efficient solutions. Another concern that has contributed to the interest in finding 

energy-efficient solutions, is the growth in awareness of the environmental impact and 

how the process and energy consumption affect these aspects. (Zeng et al., 2018) 

 

There are different laws and regulations constituted by the company or the country 

where the mill is operating. These regulations are often based on the recommendations 

and regulations made by the European Union. The regulations are called BAT, which 

stands for best available techniques. The regulations intend that the best available 

techniques need to be used to lower emissions and improve energy efficiency. The 

BAT regulations state that pulp and paper mills should use waste heat, if possible, for 

example, to heat buildings. (2014/687/EU)  

 

BillerudKorsnäs Finland has concrete goals to achieve a higher level of energy 

efficiency. To make the paper mill more energy efficient the use of waste heat sources 

was examined and evaluated. The waste heat could potentially be used to replace the 

use of district heating partially or completely. District heating is used to heat 

production and office spaces at BillerudKorsnäs. The district heating system heats the 

outside air to 22 ℃, which is blown into the process spaces. A parallel heating system 

network would be built to pre-heat the incoming outside air to the proper inside 

temperature. The goal is to replace as much as possible of the amount of energy, from 

district heating used today. The district heating system would work as a backup, if the 

new heating system for some reason would have to be shut off or if the heat from the 

new heating system would not be enough on colder days. The old system and the new 

system are presented, as well as how they fit together.  

 

Waste heat sources that were evaluated are moist air from the dryer section, warm air 

from turbo blowers, and warm process wastewater. Evaluations and calculations for 

the different alternatives is presented. A review of appropriate equipment for utilizing 

the waste heat available, is presented. The equipment needed for the heat transfer 
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would be made possible through different types of heat exchangers and possibly 

through the use of scrubbers. The different waste heat sources put different kinds of 

demands on the calculations and the equipment needed for the different cases. The 

different waste heat sources vary in heat transfer rate, availability, and phase. An 

analysis of how this would be practicably conducted, as well as a discussion around 

the topic of profitability is presented. 

 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted for the different waste heat sources. An 

evaluation of which properties affect the end results the most was held. The 

uncertainties for the different waste heat sources are made clear as well as the risks 

involving these properties and uncertainties. The properties in need of further 

investigation for future investments are discussed.  
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2 Background 

 

Waste heat utilisation plays an important role in lowering energy consumption within 

the industry. The reasons for developing systems that use waste heat instead of primary 

energy can vary. Examples of a few typical reasons are strategical, economic or 

reduction of environmental impact.  

 

2.1 Energy consumption at BillerudKorsnäs Finland 

 

The energy consumption at BillerudKorsnäs is divided into three different categories. 

These are consumption of steam, electricity consumption and heating energy 

consumption. To lower the environmental impact and achieve higher energy efficiency 

to lower costs new forms of energy must be found. The potential of using waste heat 

sources as a source of energy needs to be evaluated.  

 

BillerudKorsnäs AB is one of the leading suppliers of packing material, based on 

natural cellulose fibres. BillerudKorsnäs offers the customers smart packing solutions 

made of paper and cardboard. One of the most central standpoints for BillerudKorsnäs 

is to decrease the environmental impact for a sustainable future. Most of 

BillerudKorsnäs customers work within food and beverages packing. Other areas are 

industrial, consumer and luxury, and medical and hygiene. BillerudKorsnäs has over 

2000 customers in 100 different countries; 70% of the customers are based in Europe. 

BillerudKorsnäs consists of many factories which are, for the most part, located in 

Sweden. (BillerudKorsnäs, 2021) 

 

BillerudKorsnäs Finland Oy is located in western Finland in Pietarsaari. The factory 

consists of one paper machine that will further on be referred to as PM1. In the factory 

in Pietarsaari, the focus is kraft and sack paper. The paper produced, is mainly used 

for food packaging, but other important end products are carrying bags and technical 

applications. These applications put high demands on the paper produced and a few 

important properties are strength, purity, durability, and flexibility. Different 

applications need different properties, so the paper quality is changed many times per 

day, to satisfy the customer’s need for the paper produced. The capacity of PM1 is 
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200 000 tons/year. The factory in Pietarsaari has around 120 employees. 

(BillerudKorsnäs, 2021) 

 

2.1.1 Energy saving goals at BillerudKorsnäs Finland 

 

The use of energy at BillerudKorsnäs Finland is divided into three main categories. 

The category with the largest energy consumption is steam, which stands for 64%. The 

two other categories are electricity and heating. In Figure 1, the energy distribution 

can be seen. The goal for BillerudKorsnäs Finland is to lower its energy consumption 

by 7.5% by the year 2025. The measured starting point for energy consumption at 

BillerudKorsnäs Finland was the year 2017. This means that in under 10 years the 

energy consumption should decline by 7.5%. (Björn et al., 2019) 

 

 

Figure 1. Energy distribution at BillerudKorsnäs Finland. The figure is translated and 

modified by the writer (Björn et al., 2019). 

 

To achieve the goals of energy savings by 2025 both savings in electricity and heating 

will be investigated and evaluated. The plan is to replace four of the liquid ring pumps 

with two turbo blowers in the vacuum system. This upgrade to the vacuum system 
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would potentially lead to significant electricity savings. The waste heat from the turbo 

blowers would then be used to heat the glycol water for the new heating system. Other 

waste heat sources were evaluated as well to replace as much of the heating energy as 

possible. 

 

2.1.2 Trends in energy costs at BillerudKorsnäs Finland 

 

Electricity prices are higher in Europe than they have been in decades. The increase in 

electricity prices has a few different explanations. When the Covid-19 pandemic hit in 

early 2020 the global consumption of energy decreased radically, which drove down 

the electricity prices to the lowest point in a decade. After this low, the electricity 

prices have now recovered and reached a new top. The main reason behind the steep 

increase in electricity prices is the increase in coal and gas prices. (Alvarez & Molnar, 

2021) 

 

In Figure 2 below, the trend of how BillerudKorsnäs Finland has been affected by the 

rising electricity prices can be seen. Like for most of the world, electricity prices 

reached a low in 2020 and has intensely increased in 2021. The trend of rising 

electricity prices is one of the motivating factors why BillerudKorsnäs Finland strives 

to lower their electricity consumption.  

 

Figure 2. The average cost of electricity per MWh for the last six years for BillerudKorsnäs 

Finland. 

 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
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In Figure 3 below, the trend of consumption of heating energy can be seen. The cost 

of heating energy seems to have increased each year for BillerudKorsnäs Finland. This 

is yet another motivating factor for the use of waste heat sources, as a substitute for 

using district heating, for heating of production and office spaces. The area of the 

production and office spaces heated by district heating is 24 500 m2 (Björn et al., 

2019). 

 

 

Figure 3. The average heating costs per MWh for BillerudKorsnäs during 2016-2021. 

 

2.2 Current and new heating system 

 

District heating is the most commonly used heating form in Finland. Almost half of 

all heating of buildings is produced by district heating. It is a reliable and easily 

maintained form of heating, which has contributed to its popularity in combination 

with its competitive prices. District heating is produced in heating plants or combined 

heat and power plants. The heat is transferred to the customers in the form of hot water 

through a district heating network. The piping of the district heating consists of two 

parallel pipes, one for the heated water and one for the cold return water. 

(Energiateollisuus, 2022)  

 

The goal for BillerudKorsnäs is, with this project, to reduce the use of district heating 

as well as the use of electricity. The reduction of district heating would be made 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
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possible by utilizing waste heat from the process. The waste heat from the process 

would heat glycol water, which would be distributed through a parallel system to the 

already existing heat exchangers that heat the outside air that is distributed to different 

places in the building.  

 

In the current heating system, the outside air is heated directly with water from the 

district heating system or through glycol water, which is heated with water from the 

district heating system. The current heating system would stay the same, so that if the 

waste heat from the process would not be enough, the district heating system would 

be used as before. It is anticipated that the waste heat will not be enough on really cold 

days and, especially, during stagnation when the paper machine shut off. In Figure 4 

below, the relevant parts of the current heating system are illustrated.  

 

 

Figure 4. Flowchart of the current heating system. The red arrows represent the hot streams 

and blue arrows represent the cold streams. 

 

The flowchart above represents only the parts of the current heating system that are 

relevant to this project. Heat exchangers 1 and 2 receive their heat directly from the 

district heating system. These heat exchangers use the same blower to transport the 

heated air into the refiner platform. Heat exchangers 3 and 4 receive their heat directly 

from the district heating system, and the heat is transferred to a glycol water system. 
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Heat exchanger 5 receives the heat directly from the district heating system, just like 

the heat exchangers for the refiner platform, the heat is directly transferred to the 

incoming air. Heat exchanger 6 receives heat from the glycol water heated by heat 

exchanger 4. The heat from the glycol water is then transferred to heat the incoming 

air. Heat exchangers 7-10 all receive their heat from the glycol water heated by heat 

exchanger 3. These heat exchangers heat the outside air to 22 ℃. The heated air is 

transported through blowers into the production and office spaces.  

 

The new heating system would be built as a parallel system to the current heating 

system. The same blowers would be used to distribute the warm outside air into the 

production and office spaces. There would be eight heat exchangers that use heat from 

the new heating system, to heat or pre-heat the outside air to a temperature of 22 ℃. 

Different alternatives are discussed further regarding the heating sources of the new 

heating system. The heat source or sources for the new heating system consists of 

waste heat from the process. The different alternative sources of waste heat are moist 

air from the dryer section, process wastewater and hot air from turbo blowers. In 

Figure 5 below, a flowchart of the new heating system is illustrated.  

 

 

Figure 5. Flowchart of the new parallel heating system. The red arrows represent the hot 

streams and blue arrows represent the cold streams. 

 

In Figure 5 above, a flowchart of the new heating system is illustrated. Heat 

exchangers 2-9 pre-heat or heat the outside air to the desired inside temperature, which 
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is between 20 ℃ and 22 ℃. Heat exchanger 1 heats the glycol water from 20 ℃ to 

40 ℃. The different alternatives for the new heat source or sources are represented by 

heat exchanger 1 in the flowchart. The temperature of the entering glycol water has a 

design value of 20 ℃. The design value of the heated glycol water is 40 ℃. The rest 

of the heat exchangers (2-9) would be connected to the current heating system, these 

would be used as a pre-heating step. If the energy in the new system is enough, it will 

replace the use of the district heating system altogether.  

 

The properties of the glycol water used in the new heating system, are needed when 

calculating the effects of the system. The main property to consider, is the freezing 

point of the ethylene glycol. Depending on how many volume percentages will consist 

of ethylene glycol, and how many of water, the properties will vary. If the volume 

percentage of ethylene glycol is higher, the freezing point of the solution is lower. 

Since there was no data available on which solution was going to be used, a standard 

mixture of 50% ethylene glycol and 50% water has been used in further calculations. 

This solution has a freezing point of -36.8 ℃. (JMN Specialties, 2019)  
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3 Vacuum system of a paper machine 

 

The vacuum system is a crucial part of the paper machine, but the system accounts for 

a large portion of the total electrical energy used by the paper machine. For an average 

Finnish paper machine, the electrical energy consumption for the vacuum system is 

about 17% of the total consumption. Vacuum is required in several different parts of 

the papermaking process. The vacuum system affects the quality of the product 

directly, vacuum is necessary for the wire section where the forming process takes 

place. In the press section and dryer section, the vacuum system takes part in the 

removal of water from the web, and it is also needed to improve the runnability. 

Runnability of paper describes the surface properties of the paper, how evenly the 

fibres are distributed as well as fillers and coating. (Paulapuro, 2000)  

 

The vacuum systems in the paper industry today include two different types of vacuum 

pumps. These different types of pumps belong either to the category of volumetric 

pumps or to the category of turbo blowers. In the paper industry the most common 

type of volumetric pump, is the liquid ring pump. The liquid ring pumps operate with 

constant airflow, but the vacuum level can vary depending on conditions for the 

suction point, for example, flow resistance. The turbo blowers, in contrast, operate at 

a constant vacuum level, while the airflow can vary as a result of the flow resistance. 

The connection between the vacuum level and airflow is presented in Figure 6 below, 

in the form of performance curves. (Paulapuro, 2000) 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Performance curves for airflow and vacuum for different vacuum systems. 

(Paulapuro, 2000) 
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3.1 Liquid ring pumps 

 

The liquid ring pumps have been an important part of the industry for over 30 years 

and are still a leading concept today. Liquid ring pumps are considered reliable and 

safe, since the operation of the pump is simple and there are no contracting parts. The 

pumps have a robust construction, which makes them easy and affordable to maintain. 

The construction constitutes only of one moving part, which is the rotor of the liquid 

ring pump. (Gardner Denver, 2022a) 

 

In Figure 7 below, the construction of a liquid ring vacuum pump can be seen. The 

working principle of the pump is that the spinning impeller uses liquid to create small 

chambers, where the gas can be trapped. The compression is formed because the liquid 

fills parts of the chambers and then empties the chambers partially. This compresses 

the gas trapped in the chambers. There are different flow paths for the gas and the 

liquid, which can be seen in the figure below. (Gardner Denver, 2022a) 

 

 

Figure 7. A section of a liquid ring pump. (Gardner Denver, 2022a) 

  

The main benefits of the liquid ring pumps are their simple and robust construction, 

which makes them reliable. They are the most commonly used component of the 

vacuum system for a paper mill, which makes them a proven choice of equipment. 
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They have a long service life, which usually is easily maintained. (Gardner Denver, 

2022a) 

 

3.2 Turbo blowers 

 

Turbo blowers work by converting kinetic energy into potential energy in the form of 

pressure. The kinetic energy is generated by the rotation of the impeller which 

accelerates the air. The air is then slowed down through expansion. The velocity of the 

air is converted into pressure. The turbo blower itself works by the principle of 

centrifugal forces, since the entering direction of the air is axial while the impeller 

blades are radial. An illustration of the impeller in a turbo blower can be found in the 

figure below. (Gardner Denver, 2022b) 

 

 

Figure 8. The working principle of the impeller in a turbo blower. (Gardner Denver, 2022b) 

 

There are some clear benefits with the turbo blowers compared to the liquid ring 

pumps. The first and foremost benefit is, in most cases, the power savings. The power 

savings are made possible through the improvement of the pumping efficiency and the 

fact that the vacuum system easily can be controlled with speed adjustment. If there 

are even small savings with regards to vacuum capacity, the power savings are 

significant, which in practice means electrical power savings. The power savings can 

be up to 60% if a vacuum system with liquid ring pumps is exchanged for turbo 

blowers. Another benefit of turbo blowers is that they will decrease the use of cooling 

water. This is because a turbo blower does not require sealing water, while it is a 

necessity for the liquid ring pumps. Turbo blowers produce waste heat in the form of 

hot air, which can be used for heating in other parts of the process. (Mohey, 2016) 
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3.3 A case study on replacing liquid ring pumps with turbo blowers 

 

A case study on energy efficiency for a vacuum system of a paper machine was 

conducted at another paper mill. In the case study the current vacuum system, which 

consisted of liquid ring pumps was compared to a vacuum system that would function 

with turbo blowers instead.  Two different scenarios were compared. In the first case 

(case B) the hot air from turbo blowers were used as waste heat for heating process 

water. In the second case (case C) the air before the turbo blowers were cooled down 

and after the turbo blowers were used as drying air, as a pre-drying step. The results 

of the case study can be found in Table 1 below. The different scenarios were 

compared both in the winter and in the summer. Both case C and case B was compared 

to the current vacuum system with liquid ring pumps. (Kontu et al., 2010) 

 

Table 1. A comparison between the current vacuum system and the different cases that would 

function with turbo blowers. (Kontu et al., 2010) 

 

 

The use of electricity is less for turbo blowers than for liquid ring pumps, which can 

be seen in the table above. The use of process steam, as well as fuel input was reduced 

in the cases where the liquid ring pumps were exchanged for turbo blowers in the 

vacuum system. (Kontu et al., 2010) 

 

The case study conducted found that the turbo blowers would use less electricity than 

the current vacuum system, which consists of liquid ring pumps. The new system 

functioning with turbo blowers used less process steam as well. The overall energy 

consumption for the paper mill was lower in the cases where turbo blowers was used 

instead of liquid ring pumps. When turbo blowers were used there was also a 

possibility of using waste heat to further lower the overall energy consumption. (Kontu 

et al., 2010) 
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4 Energy efficiency in the paper industry 

 

The use of waste heat sources is an effective way to lower the overall energy 

consumption at a plant. There are regulations and recommendations for how to carry 

on an energy efficient factory and company. The identification process of waste heat 

sources enables the use of them in an effective and profitable way. The dryer section 

of the paper machine has the most potential in form of finding unutilized heat sources. 

One of the sources that hold the highest energy content in this part of the process is 

moist air. 

 

4.1 EU regulations for the pulp, paper and board industry 

 

Within the European Union (EU) energy efficiency has become a priority. The three 

main reasons are climate change, wide use of fossil fuels and supply security. Fossil 

fuels are still used on a large scale for energy production, which affects climate change. 

Fossil fuels are the main source of release of greenhouse gases. In the EU over 50% 

of the energy fuel is imported. The energy demand is expected to continue rising over 

the next decades, which puts an even bigger demand on energy sources.  Therefore, 

the EU has constituted recommendations and regulations for how energy efficiency 

should be prioritised. These regulations are called BAT, which stands for best 

available techniques. This means that the best available techniques should be used to 

improve energy efficiency at a plant. According to a pinch methodology analysis for 

different industries, a general paper mill has the potential to save between 8% and 20% 

of its energy bill. The savings would have a payback time of 1 to 3 years. (European 

Commission, 2009) 

 

The European Parliament has established BAT conclusions for the pulp, paper and 

board industry. These regulations have been established to ensure environmental 

protection. The BAT regulations include chapters on emission control, waste control, 

management systems and energy efficiency. The generally applicable BAT regulations 

for energy consumption constitute the importance of using energy-efficient 

components in the process. Components especially mentioned are the vacuum system, 

electrical motors and inverters. For the reduction of energy consumption, a list of 
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potential energy carriers has been conducted. This list includes the effective use of 

secondary heating as well as the recovery of waste heat streams as heating sources. It 

is mentioned that the waste heat streams could be used to heat process water, buildings 

or boiler feedwater. (2014/687/EU) 

 

4.2 Method of identifying waste heat sources in general 

 

In the process of starting to use a new waste heat source, a few different steps need to 

be considered. The first step is to find a waste heat source with the right theoretical 

and physical potential. The properties that need to be considered are, for example, the 

temperatures of the waste heat source or if the mass flow streams are large enough. 

The second step is called technical potential. In this step, it is considered if it is possible 

to use the waste heat source and extract the heat from the source for a useful purpose. 

The third and final step is called economic or feasible potential. This is the step where 

it is considered if it will be profitable to use the heat source in question. These three 

steps can be used to find a functional and profitable waste heat source to use for the 

process in question. The different steps of this method are illustrated in Figure 9 below. 

(Bruckner et al., 2015) 

 

 

Figure 9. Categories that need to be considered for potential waste heat sources. (Bruckner 

et al., 2015) 
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4.3 Low-grade heat sources in the paper industry 

 

The pulp and paper industry is considered being an energy-intensive industry, with 

numerous low-grade waste heat sources (Cioccolanti et al., 2021). Waste heat sources 

that have a temperature of 30 ℃ to 100 ℃ are so-called low-grade heat sources. Low-

grade heat sources often go to waste and a few different studies show that only about 

50% of the energy from low-grade sources is used efficiently. The low-grade sources 

that have a temperature between 30 ℃ and 60 ℃ are often used within the factory or 

to heat buildings. These sources are rarely used for external heating outside of the 

company. (Fang, Xia & Jiang, 2015)   

 

4.4 Energy saving potential for the dryer section at a paper machine 

 

In the press section water is mechanically removed from the paper before it enters the 

dryer section. Before the press section, the paper still consists of between 45% and 

67% water. After the dryer section, the moisture content is between 5% and 9%. 

During the dryer section, paper strength improves and important bonds between the 

fibres are formed. The most common method for drying paper is with steam. It is much 

more expensive to dry paper with steam than mechanically remove water, which is 

why as much water as possible is removed before the paper even enters the dryer 

section. (Karlsson, 2000) 

 

The dryer section of a paper machine is the largest consumer of energy at a paper mill. 

Most of the energy used in the dryer section consists of primary steam. Since the dryer 

section is an extensive energy consumer it also enables heat recovery. In Figure 10 

below, an example of a typical newsprint machine can be seen. The figure shows how 

the energy is distributed both when it enters and when it leaves the dryer section. The 

exhaust air leaving the dryer section counts for a large portion of the energy, about 

37%. (Karlsson, 2000) 
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Figure 10. Energy distribution of the dryer section for a newsprint machine. Temperatures of 

the different streams are assigned. The mass flow of steam and the dry content has also been 

illustrated. (Karlsson, 2000) 

 

The exhaust air from the dryer section is usually referred to as humid or moist air. The 

humidity ratio is generally between 0.14 kgH2O/kgDA and 0.18 kgH2O/kgDA. A standard 

temperature for the exhaust air is about 85 ℃. The humidity level of the air is 

significant for the drying process. A lower humidity level equals lower energy 

efficiency, which means a decreased heat recovery rate as well as higher specific heat 

consumption. (Riihimäki, 2017) 

 

The humidity level is essential for the energy level of the waste heat source. If the 

humidity level decreases the heat flow rate of the heat recovery will decrease 

drastically. The heat rate flow can decrease by considerable percentages. (Riihimäki, 

2017)
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5 Heat recovery systems 

 

Recovering the energy and converting it to a useful form of energy from the waste heat 

sources, different components need to be added to the system. Heat exchangers are the 

most commonly used components for heating or cooling fluids. Fluids in the heat 

exchanger can be in either the gas or liquid phase. 

 

5.1 Heat exchangers 

 

Heat exchangers are one of the most common components within the industry. These 

components are used to transfer heat through a surface between two or more fluids 

with a temperature difference. A fluid can be either in the gas, vapour, or liquid phase, 

and a phase transition can occur in one of the fluids inside the heat exchanger in the 

form of condensation or evaporation. Heat exchangers are used for cooling or heating 

a fluid to serve the purpose of the rest of the process. Depending on the main task for 

the heat exchangers they can go by different names, for example, condenser, 

evaporator, air preheater or cooling tower. Almost all heat exchangers have a solid 

surface that separates the fluids from each other so that the fluids do not mix at any 

point. However, there are rare models where the fluids in the heat exchanger come into 

direct contact with each other. The heat transfer usually occurs between two fluids but 

can in some cases involve three fluids. These are called multifluid heat exchangers. 

(Shah & Sekulic, 2003) 

 

There are a few different ways to impact the efficiency of a heat exchanger, regardless 

of heat exchanger type. The most obvious way is to choose fluids that have a large 

temperature difference. If the temperature difference is larger, more thermal energy 

will be moved from the hot fluid to the cold fluid. The flow rate of the fluids is another 

factor that will have an impact on the efficiency of the heat exchanger. An increased 

flow rate will increase the heat transfer through the heat exchanger. An increased flow 

rate can, in turn, contribute to other problems for the heat exchanger, for example, 

pressure loss. (Lavaa, 2020) 
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There are different types of heat exchangers available, the two most common ones 

being shell and tube heat exchangers and plate heat exchangers. Other occurring types 

are double pipe heat exchangers, scraped surface heat exchangers, and dimple plate 

heat exchangers. (Lavaa, 2020) 

 

Understanding and evaluating how the different waste heat streams could benefit the 

process, values will have to be calculated. These numbers make it possible to compare 

the different heat sources with each other and evaluate the advantages and 

disadvantages for the different cases.  

 

5.1.1 Flow directions 

 

The heat exchangers can vary regarding the flow direction of the fluids. Three different 

types mainly used are counterflow, parallel flow, and crossflow. Counterflow heat 

exchangers are the most efficient type of heat exchangers. Counterflow means that the 

hot fluid and the cold fluid enter in opposite directions and flow through the heat 

exchanger in opposite directions. This means that the colder fluid can, in some cases, 

have a higher outgoing temperature than the outgoing hot fluid. This is the most 

popular flow direction for heat exchangers. An example of a temperature profile for a 

counterflow heat exchanger is presented in the figure below. (Savree, 2020b) 

 

 

Figure 11. An illustration of a heat exchanger with counterflow and an example of the 

temperature profile. The red area represents the hot stream and the blue area represents the 

cold stream. The figure has been modified by the writer. (Savree, 2020b) 

 

A heat exchanger with a parallel flow is when fluids enter at the same side of the heat 

exchanger and flow in the same direction through the heat exchanger. In a heat 

exchanger with parallel flow, fluids exit at the same end which means that it is not 
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possible that the colder fluid at any point will have a higher temperature than the hotter 

fluid. In the illustration below, the effect of this can be seen in the temperature profile. 

(Savree, 2020b) 

 

 

Figure 12. An illustration of a heat exchanger with parallel flow and an example of the 

temperature profile. The red area represents the hot stream and the blue area represents the 

cold stream. The figure has been modified by the writer. (Savree, 2020b) 

 

The last type of flow direction in a heat exchanger is crossflow. In a crossflow heat 

exchanger, the fluids flow perpendicularly to one another, at a 90 ֯ angle. This type of 

heat exchanger is most common in cases where one of the fluids at some point changes 

phase, for example, a condenser or evaporator. In the picture below, the temperature 

profile of a condenser is illustrated. (Savree, 2020b) 

 

 

Figure 13. An illustration of a heat exchanger with crossflow and an example of the 

temperature profile for a condenser. The red area represents the hot stream and the blue area 

represents the cold stream. The figure has been modified by the writer. (Savree, 2020b) 

 

The counterflow and the parallel flow heat exchangers are often the ones being 

compared to each other. Since the temperature of the outgoing cold fluid can exceed 

the temperature of the outgoing hot fluid in a counterflow heat exchanger, it makes 
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this model the more efficient one. Another disadvantage with the parallel flow heat 

exchanger is the large temperature difference between the incoming and outgoing 

ends, which can cause huge thermal stress on the heat exchanger. There is also an 

advantage with the parallel flow heat exchanger: it is easier to bring fluids to nearly 

the same temperature if this happens to be the goal. (Lavaa, 2020) 

 

5.1.2 Shell and tube heat exchanger 

 

The shell and tube heat exchangers are one of the two most used heat exchangers 

within the industry. Their popularity is due to their simple and robust design which 

makes it a very cost-efficient machine. The purchase cost of the heat exchanger, as 

well as the maintenance cost, are considered low. It has a high heat transfer rate which 

is one of the most important qualities of a heat exchanger. (Savree, 2020b) 

 

As the name of the heat exchanger implies, the main components that it is built from 

are tubes and a shell. The tubes have a collective term which is tube bundle. One of 

the fluids in the heat exchanger will pass through the tube bundle. The cylindric 

container around the tube bundle is what is called a shell. All the tubes pass through 

several baffles to create an efficient flow profile for the other fluid through the heat 

exchanger. The baffles are made to create a turbulent flow in the shell side fluid. Heat 

transfer between the fluids increases with turbulent flow. As shown in the picture 

below, the shell and tube heat exchanger often contain two tube sheets. Due to the 

thermal heat expansion, one of the sides is free to move while the other one is fixed. 

The picture below shows an example of a shell and tube heat exchanger and how the 

different parts fit together. (Savree, 2020b) 
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Figure 14. An illustration of the different parts of a shell and tube heat exchanger. (Savree, 

2020b) 

 

In a shell and tube heat exchanger, one of the fluids will flow inside the tubes which 

can be called the tube side medium. The other fluid is flowing around the tubes and 

can be called the shell side medium. The tubes can work as small pressure vessels, 

which is why the fluid chosen to flow through the tubes is often the higher-pressure 

fluid. As in most heat exchangers, the fluids on the shell side and the tube side do not 

mix, only thermal heat is transferred through the material of the tubes. In the picture 

below, the different in- and outlets of the fluids can be seen. As mentioned earlier, the 

flow direction can either be counterflow, parallel flow, or crossflow. The picture below 

shows a single-pass shell and tube heat exchanger. There are also multi-pass shell and 

tube heat exchangers available. The multi-pass heat exchangers are known as a U-tube 

shell and tube heat exchanger. (Savree, 2020b) 

 

 

Figure 15. An illustration of the flow in a single pass shell and tube heat exchanger. This is 

an example of a counterflow heat exchanger. (Savree, 2020b) 
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The list of advantages with the shell and tube heat exchanger is long. It is considered 

to be a cheap type of heat exchanger and the maintenance costs are considered to be 

affordable. The low costs are an effect of the simple design of the component, and the 

design makes it easy to find potential leaks in the tubes, but overall they do not break 

easily. Shell and tube heat exchangers are also a good alternative when it comes to 

high-pressure fluids and higher temperatures. The pressure drop for this type of heat 

exchanger is less than for, for example, a plate heat exchanger. Even if the list of 

advantages is very convincing, there are still some disadvantages as well that need to 

be considered. If the heat exchanger needs to be opened and tubes need to be removed, 

it will require considerable space. Another disadvantage is the lack of possibility to 

increase the cooling capacity of the heat exchanger. Compared to the plate heat 

exchanger the shell and tube heat exchanger is less effective. (Savree, 2020b) 

 

5.1.3 Plate heat exchanger 

 

The plate heat exchangers are among the most commonly used heat exchangers within 

the industry. They are especially known for high efficiency and small size compared 

to other heat exchangers. The fluid in the plate heat exchanger can just as for the shell 

and tube heat exchanger be in liquid or gas form. The flow directions of the fluids can 

be counterflow, parallel flow, or crossflow. Because heat exchangers are widely used 

within the industry, they can be manufactured from different materials depending on 

the fluids and surroundings where they are used. (Savree, 2020a) 

 

There are plates and gaskets that separate the fluids from each other, that make sure 

that the fluids do not mix at any point. A plate heat exchanger consists of several plates 

that are bound together with a carrying bar. The hot and the cold fluid will alternate 

the plates so that between every second plate hot fluid will flow and between the other 

ones cold fluid will flow. The gaskets will direct how the fluids flow between the 

plates. The thermal heat will then travel through the plates so that the hot fluid will 

warm up the cold fluid, or the cold fluid will cool the hot fluid. At the ends of the plate 

stack, two covers are fixed to the opposite sides of the plate stack. The first cover is 

called a fixed cover which has inlets and outlets for both the hot and the cold fluid. In 

the other end of the heat exchanger, a moving frame is placed. This cover has no inlets 

or outlets. In the picture below, the different parts of the plate heat exchanger are made 
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visible, and the flow directions of the inlets and outlets for the different fluids are 

illustrated. (Savree, 2020a) 

 

 

Figure 16. Different parts and flow directions for a plate heat exchanger. (Savree, 2020a) 

 

The plates in a plate heat exchanger are placed very close to each other to ensure that 

the thermal contact is good. The plates are very thin constructions, and the surface area 

is large which is the main reason for the high heat transfer rates of plate heat 

exchangers. The surface of the plates has corrugations that increase turbulent flow, 

which makes for better heat transfer between the fluids. The material that the plates 

are made of has a high thermal conductivity. (Savree, 2020a) 

 

One of the main advantages of the plate heat exchanger is the possibility to vary the 

cooling capacity of the heat exchanger. There are several different ways to do this. The 

first method is to regulate the outlet valves, which can make the flows of the fluid 

increase or decrease. It is not beneficial to instead regulate the inlet valves, since this 

can cause localized overheating. The second method is to vary the number of plates 

used in the heat exchanger. If plates are added to the heat exchanger, it will increase 

the cooling or heating capacity of the heat exchanger, or vice versa, if the number of 

plates is decreased. The third way to influence the cooling or heating capacity is the 

use of a single-pass design or a multi-pass design. If a single-pass design is used, it 
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means that the fluids will pass each other only once. If a multi-pass design is used, the 

fluids will pass each other several times. The single-pass design and multi-pass design 

are further explained in the picture below. It is also easier to acquire a sense of how 

the different fluids flow in a plate heat exchanger in the figure below. The single-pass 

design is the more commonly used type of plate heat exchanger. (Savree, 2020a) 

 

 

Figure 17. An illustration of how single-pass design and multi-pass design work in a plate 

heat exchanger. (Savree, 2020a) 

 

Plate heat exchangers are one of the most common types of compact heat exchangers. 

Compact heat exchangers are widely used when one or both fluids are in gas phase. 

This type of heat exchangers uses finned tubes or plates to achieve higher heat transfer 

rates. Because the heat rates are higher per unit volume the heat transfer coefficient 

takes a higher value. The heat transfer coefficient can be up to 5000 W/m2K. For a 

compact heat exchanger, the area and volume ratio will lead to higher heat transfer, 

which is why this type of heat exchangers are beneficial to use when at least one of 

the fluids are in gas phase. Normally heat exchanger with at least one of the fluids in 

gas phase would acquire a larger heat transfer area, which would lead to a larger heat 

exchanger. (Dimian, Bildea & Kiss, 2014) 

 

There are a few distinct advantages that make the plate heat exchanger one of the most 

used heat exchangers. They are far more efficient than other heat exchangers of the 

same size and they are also smaller and weigh less. The different plates in the heat 

exchanger can easily be removed, which makes the heat exchangers of this type easier 

to clean or replace one of the plates. The dismantling of a plate heat exchanger does 

not need additional space. However, there are some disadvantages with this type of 

heat exchanger, where the most important one being the cost of the heat exchanger. 

Plate heat exchangers are often far more expensive than, for example, shell and tube 
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heat exchangers. If there would be a leak in a plate heat exchanger, it is often very 

difficult to locate the problem and if a plate needs to be exchanged, it usually needs to 

be returned to the manufacturer to receive the right plate for the heat exchanger. The 

plate heat exchanger is usually not a good choice if it is a high-pressure system. 

(Savree, 2020a) 

 

5.2 Heat recovery scrubber 

 

In a scrubber hot air and liquid comes into direct contact with each other. The hot air 

travels upwards through the scrubber, where it is then released from the top. The 

entrance of the cold liquid is placed high in the scrubber, and sprayed downwards 

through nozzles. During the fall of the droplets, the liquid comes into direct contact 

with the hot air, which heats the droplets on their way down. At the same time, the hot 

air is cooled on its way up the scrubber. In a scrubber, the heat is mainly transferred 

through condensation, which makes the heat flow very effective. A heat exchanger can 

be placed after the scrubber, so that the heat can be utilized for its purpose. In Figure 18 

below, the flow direction and construction of a scrubber can be seen. (Karlsson, 2000) 

 

 

Figure 18. An illustration of a scrubber connected to a heat recovery system. (Bionomic 

Industries, 2022) 
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Although scrubbers can be used for heat recovery purposes, the main scope of use is 

to remove harmful substances from the gas that is being released. Wet scrubbing works 

according to the principle previously described, where a liquid is sprayed through 

nozzles to remove pollutants from the gas. The liquid then works as a filter for the gas 

to remove harmful materials from the gas. (Hanania, Stenhouse & Donev, 2021) 
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6 Evaluation of heat recovery potential 

 

Knowing how the waste heat can benefit the company, a target for the use of the energy 

needs to be defined. When the target is clear, the heating demand must be established. 

In this chapter the heating demand for different outside temperatures are presented. 

The properties of the waste heat sources are discussed. 

 

6.1 Heating demand 

 

The heating demand for the new system is calculated based on the mass flow of air, 

which is blown into the production and office spaces. The radiators use outside air, 

which is heated to the desired temperature of 22 ℃. The amount of outside air that 

needs to be heated, to meet the requirements of the different spaces, can be seen in the 

table below. The mass flow rates have been measured by an external consultant 

(company A). The heating demand for different outside temperatures can be 

calculated. In Table 2 below, the heating demand at outside temperatures of 5 ℃, -5 ℃ 

and -20 ℃ can be seen. Temperatures between 5 ℃ and -5 ℃ are close to the average 

temperature of the colder months. The coldest reading in 2021 is 

approximately -20 ℃, which can be seen in Figure 19. The heating demand will vary 

depending on the outside temperature. 

 

Table 2. Mass flow of outside air that is blown into the production and office spaces and 

examples of the heating demand at outside temperatures of 5 ℃, -5 ℃ and -20 ℃. 

Production or office 

spaces 

Mass 

flow 

(kg/s) 

Heating 

demand 

(kW), at an 

outside 

temperature 

of 5 ℃ 

Heating 

demand 

(kW), at an 

outside 

temperature 

of -5 ℃ 

Heating 

demand 

(kW), at an 

outside 

temperature 

of -20 ℃ 

Packing hall 13 221 351 546 

Process water room 13 221 351 546 

Liquid ring pump room 13 221 351 546 

Refiner platform 13 221 351 546 

Roll hall 5.5 122 193 300 

Roll workshop office 2.7 60 95 147 

PA office 1.3 29 46 71 

Total 64.4 1094 1737 2703 
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The heat flow rate of the radiator varies depending on the temperature of the outside 

air. If it is colder outside, the heating demand will be larger. BillerudKorsnäs Finland 

is located in Pietarsaari Finland, where the outside temperature varies depending on 

the different seasons. In the figure below, the outside temperature is illustrated day by 

day for 2021. The coldest temperatures are found in January and February, which 

means that the heating demand will be greatest during these months. During the 

summer months, June-August, the heating demand is much smaller and, on some days, 

probably non-existent. 

 

 

Figure 19. Average outside temperature day by day in Pietarsaari for 2021. The temperatures 

are logged at Pietarsaari Kallan, the data has been retrieved from (FMI, 2022). 

 

Depending on the outside temperature, the heat flow rate can be calculated, the heating 

demand can further be calculated for the different temperatures. In the figure below, 

the effects of the outside temperature on the heating demand can be seen. In 2021 

January was the coldest month according to data retrieved from (FMI, 2022). The 

average outside temperature in January 2021 was -4.5 ℃, and the coldest reading in 

Pietarsaari was -20.5 ℃ (FMI, 2022). The average heating demand for January is about 

1.7 MW, and for the coldest reading, the heating demand is about 2.7 MW. If the 

outside temperature is over 14 ℃, the heating demand will be under 0.5 MW. In these 
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calculations, it is assumed that no additional heating is required due to heat leakages 

from the buildings in colder seasons.  

 

 

Figure 20. Heating demand (kW) as a function of the outside temperature (℃). 

 

The heating demand of the new system will vary depending on the different seasons. 

The heating demand must be achieved either by the new system or by the current 

system. If the temperature and the mass flow of the air blown into the office and 

production spaces is constant throughout every season, it will most likely mean that 

the inside temperature will be higher in the summer than in the winter. When different 

temperatures are studied and how they affect the heating demand, it is easier to 

anticipate what can be expected from the new heating system, and for which 

temperatures back up from the current system needs to be used.  

 

6.2 Properties of waste heat streams 

 

The waste heat streams that have been evaluated are moist air from the dryer section, 

process water from the press section and hot air from turbo blowers. Properties of the 

waste heat streams are based on measurements, process data and to some extent 

estimations. The three different waste heat sources have very different characteristics, 

and the fluids appear in different phases as well. These waste heat sources were the 
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most promising ones, which is the reason for further investigation and possible 

utilization.  

 

Understanding the further calculations and results, it is important to know how the 

properties have been measured or calculated for the different waste heat sources. For 

further investigation of different alternatives, it is important to consider how the 

uncertainties of the different properties can affect the outcomes of the project. 

 

6.2.1 Moist air from the dryer section 

 

The properties of the moist air from the dryer section, have been measured by an 

external consultant (company A). The mass flow of dry air was measured to be 

15 kgDA/s. Another important property is the relative humidity (RH), which in this case 

is 99%. The temperature of the moist air from the dryer section was measured when 

the outside temperatures were -5 ℃ and 5 ℃. The temperature of the air seems to be 

dependent on the outside temperature. In the figure below, these measured values can 

be seen. Having a broader scale of outside temperatures, helps calculate the heat flow 

rate. A linear connection between the measured values was assumed. In the figure 

below, the temperature of the moist air can be seen in relation to the outside air. The 

uncertainty for the temperature and mass flow values is unknown since the 

measurements were conducted only at two different temperatures. One problem with 

this waste heat source would be, that if the paper machine were to be shut off, there 

would not be any warm moist air to receive waste heat from.  
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Figure 21. The incoming temperature to the heat exchanger varies depending on the outside 

temperature. The dots in the graph represent the measured values and the dotted line 

represents a linear assumption. The measurements have been conducted by an external 

consultant (company A). 

 

6.2.2 Process wastewater 

 

The waste heat from the process water originates from the press section of the paper 

machine. Both temperature and flow rate were calculated as an average value using 

process data. There is a flowmeter available, from the process data system the mass 

flow for the process water can be read. The mean value for the mass flow of the process 

water, was calculated to be 22 kg/s. Unfortunately, there was no temperature gauge for 

this process water flow, instead it was assumed that the temperature of this flow is the 

same as for the process waters, which is continuously measured. The mean value for 

the temperature is 52 ℃. When the process data was analysed, variations could be seen 

in both the temperature and mass flow. The properties vary depending on the pulp used 

for the papermaking, as well as the paper quality being produced.  

 

The variations for the temperature usually stayed between 50 ℃ and 54 ℃, and the 

mass flow was between 20 kg/s and 25 kg/s. The variations of the mass flow during a 

period of 23 days can be seen in Figure 22 below. This period was chosen because the 

production was stable during this period, and the paper machine was not shut off at 

any point. The lowest reading for this period was 18 kg/s and the highest was 25 kg/s. 

The mean value for this period was 22 kg/s. The same period was chosen for Figure 23, 
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where the temperature of the waste heat stream is illustrated. The lowest reading for 

this period was 50 ℃ and the highest reading was 55 ℃. The mean value during this 

period was 52 ℃. 

 

 

Figure 22. Mass flow according to the process data for the process wastewater. The data is 

collected between 10 February 2021 and 1 March 2021. 

 

 

Figure 23. Temperature according to the process data for the process wastewater. The data 

is collected between 10 February 2021 and 1 March 2021 

 

It is important to know how much solids the fluids contain, since most heat exchangers 

cannot function with fluids containing solids. Because the process water originates 
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from the press section it will not be entirely clean. It was assumed that it will contain 

fibres, which the water sample analysis later confirmed. In the table below, the results 

from the conducted tests on the process water are presented. The most alarming result 

was the content of solids in the water. The solids from the water needs to be filtered, 

in order to be used as a fluid in a heat exchanger. Another problem with the use of 

waste heat from the process water is that, similarly to the moist air from the dryer 

section, there would not be any waste heat to use, if the paper machine would be shut 

off. This means that there is no waste heat source available during stagnation when no 

paper is being produced.  

 

Table 3. A water analysis of process water from the press section. 

Conducted tests Press section Units 

pH 6.57  

Conductivity 63.4 mS/m 

Solids 95.3 mg/l 

COD 120 mg/l 

Na 10.46 mg/l 

K 2.36 mg/l 

Ca 0.42 mmol/l 

Mg 0.21 mmol/l 

 

6.2.3 Air from turbo blowers 

 

At PM1, the vacuum system currently consists of ten liquid ring pumps. To ensure the 

requirements of the paper machine are met, at least eight of the ten pumps are running 

when the paper machine is at full capacity. The liquid ring pumps operates with 

cooling water. This water is surface water that enters at low temperatures. Although 

the water is heated by the pumps, the temperature will still be too low to work as a 

waste heat source for the new heating system. In Figure 24 below, all the liquid ring 

pumps of PM1 can be seen. Liquid ring pumps 2, 5, 9 and 10 would be the ones being 

replaced by two new turbo blowers. 
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Figure 24. Process scheme of the liquid ring pumps at PM1. 

 

All the liquid ring pumps are not running all the time. If the paper machine is shut off, 

only a few pumps remain running. If BillerudKorsnäs were to invest in two new turbo 

blowers, these would be the ones prioritized. This means that the turbo blowers would 

be the last ones to be turned off. This would ensure that the waste heat in the form of 

hot air from turbo blowers would be less dependent on the different paper qualities 

and stagnations. 

 

The temperature, moisture content ratio and mass flow of the air from turbo blowers, 

have been estimated by an external consultant (company A). The estimations are 

design values, since the turbo blowers have not been installed yet, which means that 

there is no process data available for this heat source. The provided data for the mass 

flow of the hot air from turbo blowers is 9.1 kg/s, which is 8.3 kgDA/s. This is a 

combined mass flow for both turbo blowers. The temperature of the outgoing air from 

turbo blowers would be 110 ℃ and the humidity ratio 0.09 kgH2O/kgDA.  
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7 Heat recovery calculations 

 

Calculations for each waste heat source is required to evaluate the energy, that the 

source could bring to the new heating system. The calculations needed to calculate the 

properties of each heat source is presented. Several things need to be considered, when 

deciding on what kind of heat exchanger would serve the purpose most efficiently. 

Calculations can be done to help determine if a heat exchanger can achieve the goals 

or not. The heat flow rate through a heat exchanger can be calculated if the mass flow, 

ingoing and outgoing enthalpies for at least one of the fluids are known. 

 

7.1 Moist air from the dryer section 

 

When the medium is air, some properties need extra attention. Important properties to 

remember are the saturation pressure of the air and how pressure changes affect the 

process. Another important property of air is the moister content. The moister content 

is directly linked to how the medium will behave at different temperatures and 

pressures.  

 

For the moist air from the dryer section the given values for the calculations were the 

incoming and the outgoing temperatures of the moist air, the mass flow of dry air and 

the relative humidity of the air. The incoming temperature and the mass flow of dry 

air was measured and the outgoing temperature was set as a design value for the 

system.  

 

To be able to calculate the wanted values some additional properties are needed. The 

properties needed for this waste heat source was the value of water vapour, specific 

heat capacity for dry air, specific heat capacity for water vapour and specific heat 

capacity for water. The water vapour value at the reference point of 0 ℃ can be found 

in tables, the value used in these calculations was  ∆ℎ𝑘(0 ℃) = 2501 kJ/kg. The 

values for specific heat capacity can also be found in tables based on the temperature 

of the air, the following values have been used 𝑐𝑝DA
= 1.01 kJ/kg℃, 𝑐𝑝water vapour

=

1.86 kJ/kg℃ and 𝑐𝑝water
= 4.19 kJ/kg℃. These values can be found in multiple tables 

and sources but have in this case been retrieved from (Engineering ToolBox, 2004). 
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If the known factor is the temperature and the saturation pressure is the wanted value, 

Equation 1 can be used. The temperature is in the unit ℃ and the answer to the 

saturation pressure is given in the unit of kPa. Both pk,in and pk,out can be calculated 

with the equation below. To calculate pk,in the incoming temperature θin is used and 

correspondingly θout is used to calculate pk,out.  

 

𝑝k = 100 𝑒(11.78
𝜃−99.64

𝜃+230
)
   (1) 

 

(Westerlund, 2013) 

 

The humidity ratio can be calculated with Equation 2 below. When the saturation 

pressure is known and the reference point 𝑝tot, for total pressure is decided the 

humidity ratio 𝑥 can be calculated. Humidity ratio is given in the unit kgH2O/kgDA, 

which is kilograms water divided by kilograms dry air. xin is calculated with pk,in and 

xout with the value of pk,out.  

 

𝑥 = 0.622 ∙
𝑝k

𝑝tot−𝑝k
   (2) 

 

The humidity ratio can also be calculated if the mass flow of dry air and the total mass 

flow are known factors. Mass flow for dry air has the designation �̇�DA and �̇�tot for 

total mass flow. Equation 3 below, gives the value for humidity ratio, which has the 

same unit as in the previous equation.  

 

𝑥 =
�̇�tot

�̇�DA
− 1    (3) 

 

The enthalpy for water vapour can be calculated according to Equation 4. The specific 

enthalpy 𝑖 can then be calculated according to Equation 5 or Equation 6 depending on 

the values available. If iin is being calculated the values of xin and θin are the ones being 

used and if iout is calculated xout and θout are used. 

 

ℎwater vapour =  ∆ℎ𝑘(0 ℃) + 𝑐𝑝water vapour
 𝜃  (4) 
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𝑖 = ℎDA + 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟ℎwater vapour + 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  (5) 

 

𝑖 = 𝑐𝑝DA
 𝜃 + 𝑥water vapour  (∆ℎ𝑘(0 ℃) + 𝑐𝑝water vapour

 𝜃) + 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑝water
 𝜃 (6) 

 

In the equation above a reference temperature of 0 ℃ is used. The heat flow rate of 

the moist air from the dryer section can be calculated with Equation 7 below. The 

values needed for this calculation is the mass flow of the dry air and the specific 

enthalpies. 

 

�̇� = �̇�DA (𝑖in − 𝑖out)   (7) 

 

The presented equations are standard calculations and can be found in multiple 

sources, these have been retrieved from (Westerlund, 2013). 

 

7.2 Process wastewater 

 

When the medium is in liquid phase instead of gas phase calculations can be 

significantly simplified. For this waste heat source, the know factors were the 

incoming temperature and the mass flow rate. These properties are continuously 

measured and can be retrieved from the process data system. The outgoing temperature 

was changed throughout the calculations to see how the temperature affected the heat 

flow rate. Specific heat capacity of water was received from (Engineering ToolBox, 

2004), this is a standard value that can be found in multiple tables.  

 

An illustration of a heat exchanger can be found in Figure 25 below. In the figure the 

different streams can be seen so that equations can be understood more easily.  
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Figure 25. An example of a counterflow heat exchanger. The red arrow represents the hot 

fluid and the blue arrows represents the cold fluid. 

𝑚Ḣ – Mass flow for the hot fluid 

𝑚Ċ  – Mass flow for the cold fluid 

ℎH1 – Enthalpy for the hot fluid into the heat exchanger 

ℎH2 – Enthalpy for the hot fluid out of the heat exchanger 

ℎC1 – Enthalpy for the cold fluid into the heat exchanger 

ℎC2 – Enthalpy for the cold fluid out of the heat exchanger 

�̇� – Heat flow rate 

 

The equation for calculating the value of the heat flow rate for a heat exchanger can 

be found in Equation 8 below. 

 

�̇� = 𝑚Ḣ(ℎH1 − ℎH2) = 𝑚Ċ (ℎC1 − ℎC2)  (8) 

 

Because the fluid for this waste heat source was process wastewater it was assumed 

that the specific heat capacity does not vary significantly. The heat flow rate can then 

be calculated with following Equation 9. 

 

�̇� =  �̇� 𝑐𝑝water
(𝜃in − 𝜃out)  (9) 

 

The presented equations are standard calculations and can be found in multiple 

sources, these have been retrieved from (Westerlund, 2013). 
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7.3 Air from turbo blowers 

 

The calculations for the waste heat source of air from turbo blowers was calculated in 

two different ways. The first alternative was to use a condenser to transfer heat. The 

second alternative was to use a scrubber and a liquid-liquid heat exchanger to transfer 

the heat. The given values for this waste heat source were the incoming temperature 

of the air, the humidity ratio and the mass flow of moist air. The outgoing temperature 

was changed to see how it affected the heat flow rate and to optimize the results. The 

waste heat stream is calculated as a sum of the air mass flows from both turbo blowers.  

 

The additional properties needed for these calculations was the same as for the moist 

air of the dryer section. The water vapour value at the reference point 0 ℃ is 

 ∆ℎ𝑘(0 ℃) = 2501 kJ/kg. The values for specific heat capacity have been used 

𝑐𝑝DA
= 1.01 kJ/kg℃, 𝑐𝑝water vapour

= 1.86 kJ/kg℃ and 𝑐𝑝water
= 4.19 kJ/kg℃. 

These values can be found in multiple tables and sources but have in this case been 

retrieved from (Engineering ToolBox, 2004). 

 

The mass flow of moist air was a given factor but to proceed with the calculations the 

mass flow of dry air needs to be calculated. Equation 10 below, shows how the mass 

flow of dry air can be calculated when mass flow of moist air and humidity ratio are 

known factors.  

 

�̇�DA =
�̇�moist air

1−𝑥
   (10) 

 

The saturation pressure can be calculated when the humidity ratio is a known factor. 

In this case the humidity ratio for the incoming air is known and therefore can the 

saturation pressure of the incoming stream be calculated with Equation 11 below. 

 

𝑝k =
𝑝tot 𝑥

𝑥+0.622
    (11) 

  

The saturation pressure can also be calculated when the temperature and the relative 

humidity are known factor. In this case the saturation pressure for the outgoing air was 

calculated with Equation 12 below. 
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𝑝k = 100 𝑒(11.78
𝜃−99.64

𝜃+230
)
      (12) 

 

The humidity ratio can be calculated when the saturation pressure is known. The 

humidity ratio of the outgoing air was in this case calculated with Equation 13 below. 

 

𝑥 = 0.622 ∙
𝑝k

𝑝tot−𝑝k
   (13) 

 

The presented equations are standard calculations and can be found in multiple 

sources, these have been retrieved from (Westerlund, 2013). 

 

7.3.1 Condenser 

 

The specific enthalpies for the incoming and the outgoing air was calculated in the 

same way as for the moist air from the dryer section. The enthalpy for water vapour 

can be calculated according to Equation 14. To calculate the specific enthalpy one of 

Equation 15 or Equation 16 can be used. 

 

ℎwater vapour =  ∆ℎ𝑘(0 ℃) + 𝑐𝑝water vapour
 𝜃  (14) 

 

𝑖 = ℎDA + 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑟ℎwater vapour + 𝑥𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  (15) 

 

𝑖 = 𝑐𝑝DA
 𝜃 + 𝑥 (∆ℎ𝑘(0 ℃) + 𝑐𝑝water vapour

 𝜃)  (16) 

 

The heat flow rate of air from turbo blowers can be calculated with Equation 17 below, 

for the condenser option. The values needed for this calculation is the mass flow of the 

dry air and the specific enthalpies. 

 

�̇� = �̇�DA (𝑖in − 𝑖out)   (17) 

 

The condensation temperature is very significant for this option of using the waste heat 

from the air from turbo blowers. The condensation temperature can be calculated if 
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the saturation pressure is a known factor, it is possible to receive the value of the 

temperature with Equation 18 below. The saturation pressure needs to be in the unit 

kPa in this equation, the answer for the temperature will then be given in the unit of 

℃.  

 

𝜃 = 99.64 +
329.64
11.78

ln (
𝑝k

100𝑘𝑃𝑎
)
−1

   (18) 

 

The presented equations are standard calculations and can be found in multiple 

sources, these have been retrieved from (Westerlund, 2013). 

 

7.3.2 Scrubber and heat exchanger 

 

The properties of the air in the scrubber were calculated as earlier mention but to 

optimize the heat flow rate of the heat exchanger the properties of the water also 

needed to be taken into account. The temperatures of the water in and out of the 

scrubber was optimized with the excel solver function. These temperatures were set to 

have a temperature difference of at least 3 ℃ compared to the glycol water. The mass 

flow of the outgoing water from the scrubber was set to vary.  

 

To optimize the heat flow rate of the heat exchanger using the outgoing water from the 

scrubber a mass balance and an energy balance were needed. The mass balance used 

can be seen in Equation 19 below, and the energy balance in Equation 20 below.  

 

�̇�water,in + �̇�DA 𝑥in = �̇�water,out + �̇�DA 𝑥out   (19) 

 

ℎwater,in �̇�water,in + 𝑖in �̇�DA = ℎwater,out �̇�water,out + 𝑖out �̇�DA   (20) 

 

The heat flow rate for the heat exchanger can be calculated in the same way as for the 

process wastewater. The equation for the heat flow rate can be seen below. 

 

�̇� =  �̇� 𝑐𝑝water
(𝜃in − 𝜃out)  (21) 
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The presented equations are standard calculations and can be found in multiple 

sources, these have been retrieved from (Westerlund, 2013). 
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8 Results and discussion 

 

The results for the different waste heat streams have been calculated so that the 

advantages and disadvantages of each stream can be discussed. The new heating 

system could function with one of the waste heat sources or a combination of multiple 

sources. 

 

8.1 Moist air from the dryer section 

 

Moist air from the dryer section is released through exhaust hoods. At PM1 there are 

5 exhaust hoods. Heat recovery is already used at exhaust hoods one, two, four and 

five. The heat recovery in these exhaust hoods is primarily used for heating process 

water. The only available waste heat sources would therefore be exhaust hood three. 

The moist air from exhaust hood three is already used to pre-heat incoming air to the 

dryer section but after the pre-heating, there is still a reasonable amount of energy left 

in the moist air. In Figure 26 below, a process scheme of the dryer section and the 

exhaust hoods can be seen.  

 

 

Figure 26. Process scheme of the dryer section where all the exhaust hoods can be seen. 
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Since exhaust hood 3 is used for pre-heating the incoming air to the dryer section the 

temperature of the available air will vary in temperature depending on the outside 

temperature. This is one of the main disadvantages of this waste heat source. In 

Figure 27 below, the variation in heat flow rate of a heat exchanger using the moist air 

can be seen as well as the heating demand. The graph shows how the heat flow rate is 

dependent on the temperature of the outside air.  

 

 

Figure 27. The heating demand of the new heating system and the heat flow rate of the moist 

air from the dryer section as functions of the outside temperature. 

 

The figure above shows how the heat flow rate is reduced when the outside 

temperature decreases. The figure also shows how the heating demand increases when 

the outside temperature decreases. This is a major problem since the heating demand 

is bigger when the outside temperature is low, and lesser when the outside temperature 

is higher. This means that the moist air could contribute with more energy when the 

outside temperature is higher and the energy available would be very low when the 

outside temperature is low, and the heating demand is significantly higher. In 

Figure 27 above, can be seen that the heat flow rate of the moist air from the dryer 

section would only be able to cover the heating demand when the outside temperature 

is above 5 ℃. According to the calculations conducted and represented in the figure 

above the use of this waste heat source would be unbeneficial for the purpose in 

question. The waste heat sources do not exist when the paper machine is shut off since 
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no warm air is produced. Although there is some unused energy potential in the moist 

air from the dryer section the benefits do not seem to outweigh the disadvantages.  

 

8.2 Process wastewater 

 

The process wastewater from the press section is not being used for anything, 

therefore, the heat it contains goes to waste. The wastewater contains plenty of heating 

energy that has the potential of being utilized. Since the new heating system does not 

require a very high temperature, around 40 ℃, the temperature of the process water 

should be enough since the average value is 52 ℃.  

 

The heat flow rate, which could be transferred over a liquid-liquid heat exchanger, 

depends on the outgoing temperature of the process water as well. Since the glycol 

water should be heated from 20 ℃ to about 40 ℃, the most effective option for the 

heat exchanger would be a counterflow heat exchanger. The counterflow heat 

exchanger would allow a larger temperature difference. The outgoing stream of 

process water would not necessarily have a higher temperature than the outgoing 

stream of the glycol water. The temperature of the outgoing fluid would then be 

directly connected to the heat flow rate of the heat exchanger. The connection between 

the heat flow rate and the outgoing temperature of the process water can be seen in the 

figure below. The ingoing temperature of the process water is fixed at a design point 

of 52 ℃.  
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Figure 28. The heat flow rate as a function of the outgoing temperature of the process 

wastewater from the heat exchanger. 

 

In Figure 28 above, the variation in the heat flow rate can be seen. If the outgoing 

temperature for the fluid is, for example, 25 ℃, the heat flow rate is around 2.5 MW. 

If the outgoing temperature instead is 33 ℃, the heat flow rate will take a value of 

about 1.75 MW. The lowest possible temperature for the outgoing process water is 

23 ℃, when the glycol water enters at 20 ℃ (Personal communication with 

company B). This point constitutes where the maximal heat flow rate can be found for 

this waste heat source, which would be nearly 2.7 MW.  

 

The outgoing temperature of the process water, as well as the capacity for the heat 

exchanger, depends on the heat transfer area. The heat transfer area needed for the heat 

exchanger is directly linked to the size and model of the heat exchanger. Larger heat 

exchangers with larger heat transfer areas are more expensive. In Table 4 below, 

examples of two different sizes of heat exchangers can be found. In the table below, 

the difference in capacity, heat transfer area and the prices are presented. The value of 

the heat transfer coefficient will vary depending on the material and the temperature 

differences.  
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Table 4. A comparison between a smaller and a larger heat exchanger. (Personal 

communication with company B) 

 Smaller heat 

exchanger 

Larger heat 

exchanger 

Units 

Capacity 1700 2669 kW 
𝑘 2294 1972 W/m2K 
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 33.5 23 ℃ 
Heat transfer area 58.1 208.5 m2 

Length of heat exchanger 0.996 1.98 m 
Budget price 20000-25000 60000-70000 € 

 

The ingoing and the outgoing temperatures for the heat exchangers, compared in 

Table 4, can be seen as an illustration in Figure 29 below. Both the larger and the 

smaller heat exchangers are assumed to have a counterflow flow direction. 

 

 

Figure 29. The smaller and larger heat exchanger with respective design temperatures. 

 

Depending on the goal of the project, the advantages and disadvantages of the different 

sizes need to be considered. The main question is how large the capacity should be. 

This depends on the heating demand and how much of the heating demand is expected 

to be covered by this heat exchanger. If several heat exchangers would be placed in 

series, the heating capacity demand for this one would not be as large. Different 

alternatives to combining heat exchangers and waste heat sources are discussed later 

on. The other important factor to consider is how much space is available for the new 

heat exchanger. A heat exchanger with more capacity is also bigger in size. The pricing 

of the heat exchangers varies for different sizes and capacities. The profitability of the 

more expensive investment depends on, for example, the payback time.  

 

In Figure 30 below, the heat flow rate of the heat exchanger as well as the heating 

demand can be seen. The heat exchanger in the figure below, has the design value 

where the heat flow rate is maximized, meaning the outgoing temperature is 23 ℃. As 
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shown in the figure below the process wastewater is not affected by changes in the 

outside temperature.  

 

 

Figure 30. The heating demand for the new heating system and the heat flow rate of the process 

wastewater as functions of the outside temperature. 

 

The evaluation of the waste heat source from the process water seems to be very 

promising. The larger heat exchanger would cover the heating demand up to an outside 

temperature of -20 ℃, which can be seen in Figure 30 above. The main challenge with 

this heat source is the fact that no process water is being produced when the paper 

machine is shut off, which means that the heating of the production and office spaces 

needs to rely entirely on the current heating system in that case. A major advantage of 

this waste heat source is that the temperature of the process water is not affected by 

the outside temperature.  

 

8.3 Air from turbo blowers 

 

The waste heat from the turbo blowers is in the form of hot air. This heat source is a 

combination of the waste heat from two turbo blowers. The initial idea was to use a 

condenser heat exchanger that would utilize the heating energy from the air. Later 

another idea took form, where the heat from the turbo blowers would be utilized 
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through a scrubber connected to a liquid-liquid heat exchanger. The results, 

advantages, and disadvantages of the two alternatives is compared and discussed.  

 

The hot air from turbo blowers has a design temperature of 110 ℃. This air has a 

humidity ratio of 0.09 kg/kgDA. The temperature for when the air condensates was 

calculated to be 50.7 ℃. It is possible to lower the air temperature down to under 

50 ℃, since the temperature of the glycol water is between 20 ℃ and 40 ℃. If the 

incoming temperature of the air is 110 ℃ and the outgoing is 35 ℃, the heat flow rate 

would be just under 1.9 MW. This scenario can be seen as an illustration below in 

Figure 31. A considerable part of the heat flow rate is connected to the condensation. 

If nothing were to condensate and the air from turbo blowers were cooled from 110 ℃ 

to 51 ℃, the heat flow rate would be under 0.6 MW. This means that for receiving a 

notable effect from the heat exchanger, condensation needs to take place.  

 

 

Figure 31. The condenser heat exchanger with the temperatures at the design point. 

 

The main problem with the condenser is the large temperature difference, from the 

incoming air to the condensation point. This temperature difference would require a 

large heat transfer area, which would make the heat exchanger big and expensive. 

Since there would be minimal pressure difference in the heat exchanger, it would be 

difficult to receive a high heat flow rate. This makes the alternative very good in theory 

but difficult to carry out in practice. (Personal communication with company B) 

 

In Figure 32 below, can be seen how the heat flow rate and the heating demand for the 

new heating system is affected by the outside temperature. A major advantage with 

this heat sources is that it is not dependent on the outside temperature which can be 
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seen in the figure below. In Figure 32, the heating demand that the heat from the 

condenser would be able to cover is seen.  

 

Figure 32. The heating demand of the new heating system and the heat flow rate of the air 

from turbo blowers as functions of the outside temperature. The heat flow rate represents the 

results from the condenser option. 

 

In Figure 32 above, can be seen that the heating demand that the new heating system 

would be able to cover with the condenser as the heat source is over 1.8 MW, which 

would cover the heating demand to a temperature of about -7.5 ℃. 

 

The other alternative for the utilization of the hot air from turbo blower is to use a 

scrubber. The scrubber would be used to heat the water that would go on into a liquid-

liquid heat exchanger. The heat exchanger would have a counterflow flow direction. 

An illustration of the scrubber system is presented in Figure 33.  
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Figure 33. A flowchart of how the waste heat from the turbo blowers could be utilized with a 

scrubber combined with a heat exchanger. The red arrows represent the hot streams and blue 

arrows represent the cold streams. Design temperatures are visible. 

 

The heat flow rate of the system above was maximized with the help of the excels 

solver function. The temperatures of the outgoing air and outgoing water from the 

scrubber were set to 43 ℃. The heat flow rate of the heat exchanger would then be 

1.3 MW. In Figure 34 below, can be seen to what extent the heating demand could be 

covered by this system. 
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Figure 34. The heating demand of the new heating system and the heat flow rate of the air 

from turbo blowers as functions of the outside temperature. The heat flow rate represents the 

results from the scrubber alternative. 

 

In Figure 34 above, can be seen how much of the heating demand could be covered by 

this system. The air from turbo blowers is not affected by the outside temperature, 

which can be seen in the figure above. The heating demand could be covered by this 

heat source to a temperature of about 2 ℃. 

 

The two different alternatives using the hot air from turbo blowers as a waste heat 

source are very different. The heat flow rate is lower for the alternative involving the 

scrubber, but this alternative is more reliable than the alternative with the condenser. 

The heat exchanger, in the alternative with the scrubber, would be smaller and cheaper 

than the condenser. The alternative with the scrubber involves more components, but 

this system seems to be more reliable. 

 

If BillerudKorsnäs were to invest in two turbo blowers for the vacuum system, hot air 

could be used to heat the glycol water. Even if the paper machine would be shut off, a 

part of the vacuum system would still need to be functioning. The turbo blowers would 

then be prioritised before the liquid ring pumps, which means that the waste heat 

source would still be available even if the paper machine would be shut off. This is a 

major advantage of this waste heat source.  
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8.4 Sensitivity analysis 

 

Sensitivity analysis is a tool to evaluate parameters with. A sensitivity analysis can be 

used to develop a model. Existing models can also be validated with a sensitivity 

analysis. Evaluation of a model or system can reduce uncertainties by conducting a 

sensitivity analysis. All properties in an industrial environment can never be fully 

controlled in practice, which means that a level of parameter uncertainty always will 

exist. A sensitivity analysis will help to understand which parameters are especially 

sensitive to change and most likely to affect the results of the project. If the parameters 

and their sensitivity can be understood better it can lead to more focus on these 

parameters, which can lead to better estimations. The risks of a project can be 

significantly reduced by performing a sensitivity analysis. (Lenhart et al., 2002) 

 

The sensitive parameter for the moist air from the dryer section is the temperature of 

the waste heat stream. The temperature of the waste heat stream is dependent on the 

outside temperature, which has been measured by company A. The temperature of the 

waste heat stream will decrease when the outside temperature decreases in colder 

seasons. If it would be presumed that the temperature of the waste heat stream would 

not be dependent on the outside temperature but instead an average value of the 

measurements. The temperature of the waste heat stream was measured at the outside 

temperature -5 ℃ and 5 ℃. The average of the waste heat stream temperature would 

then be 47.9 ℃. This temperature average would give a heat flow rate of 0.8 MW.  

 

For the process wastewater the parameters of mass flow as well as temperature will 

vary to some extent. The variations in the parameters depend on the paper quality being 

produced, rate of paper being produced and quality of the pulp. The design values that 

have been used in previous calculations are average values of the temperature and mass 

flow. The temperature has a higher uncertainty rate since there is no temperature gauge 

measuring precisely the wastewater stream in question. It was instead assumed that the 

temperature of the wastewater would be similar to the temperatures of the other 

process waters.  
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The design value of the wastewater temperature is 52 ℃. When the paper machine is 

running at normal speed this is the average temperature. The temperature usually 

varies between 50 ℃ and 55 ℃. In Figure 35 below, the variations in the temperature 

of the wastewater can be seen in relation to the heat flow rate. If the outgoing 

temperature of the wastewater stream is set to 23 ℃ and the mass flow to 22 kg/s the 

heat flow rate will vary between 2.9 MW and 2.5 MW.  

 

 

Figure 35. The heat flow rate as a function of the incoming temperature of the process water 

to the heat exchanger. 

 

The design value of the mass flow was set to the average value 22 kg/s. The 

alternations in the mass flow are usually between 20 kg/s and 25 kg/s, when paper is 

being produced at a normal phase. The influence of the mass flow variations can be 

seen in Figure 36 below. If both the incoming and outgoing temperatures of the 

wastewater stream are set values, the variation in the heat flow rate can be calculated 

dependent on the mass flow. The temperature of the incoming wastewater is set to 

52 ℃, and the outgoing temperature of the wastewater is set to 23 ℃. The variations 

in heat flow rate will be between 2.9 MW and 2.4 MW when the mass flow varies 

between 20 kg/s and 25 kg/s.  
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Figure 36. The heat flow rate as a function of the mass flow of the process wastewater through 

the heat exchanger. 

 

The variations in the mass flow and the temperature of the waste heat stream seems to 

have an equally great impact on the results. These are both sensitivity parameters for 

this waste heat stream that needs to be taken into account in further investigations and 

calculations. 

 

The moisture content for the air from turbo blowers is a sensitive parameter. This 

means that even small changes to this parameter will affect the whole system 

extensively. The design value for the moisture content of the air was set to 

0.09 kgH2O/kgDA. The moisture content can vary between 0.03 kgH2O/kgDA and 

0.12 kgH2O/kgDA (personal communication with company A). In Figure 37 below, a 

graph illustrates how the moisture content would affect the heat flow rate of a 

condenser. If the moisture content would be under 0.06 kgH2O/kgDA the heat flow rate 

for the condenser would be under 1 MW. If the moisture content instead would be 

higher than 0.1 kgH2O/kgDA the heat flow rate would rise to over 2 MW. This proves 

how sensitive the results are to even small changes in the moisture content.  
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Figure 37. The heat flow rate of the condenser as a function of the moisture content of the air 

from turbo blowers. 

 

In Figure 38 below, the relation between the heat flow rate and the moisture content 

for the scrubber system can be seen. This represents the same air from turbo blowers 

as in the previous figure but for another heat recovery system. The design value and 

the interval for the moisture content are the same as in the previous figure. In Figure 38 

can be seen that a moisture content of at least 0.08 kgH2O/kgDA is needed for a heat 

flow rate of over 1 MW. The heat flow rate will go down to almost zero if the moisture 

content is in the lower half of the interval.  
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Figure 38. The heat flow rate of the scrubber system as a function of the moisture content of 

the air from turbo blowers. 

 

8.5 Combination of heat sources 

 

It would be possible to combinate the two different heat sources to receive more 

heating energy from the system. The most promising heat sources, and therefore most 

logical options, would be to combine the process wastewater with the air from turbo 

blowers. The air from turbo blowers would pre-heat the glycol water before entering 

the heat exchanger with the process wastewater. This combination would maximize 

the heating energy for the new heating system. The pre-heating step was optimized by 

using the scrubber alternative for the cooling of the air from turbo blowers and heating 

water. An illustration of the heating system can be found in Figure 39 below.  
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Figure 39. A flowchart of the combination of two waste heat sources to heat the glycol water. 

The optimized temperatures can be seen in the figure. Red arrows represent the hot streams, 

blue the cold streams and the orange arrow represent the pre-heated stream. The temperatures 

at the design point are visible. 

 

The combination of the waste heat sources was optimized with the help of the excels 

solver function. The optimized temperatures for the different streams can be seen in 

Figure 39 above. The outgoing temperature of the glycol water was decided to be 45 ℃ 

instead of 40 ℃. The decision was made to maximize the heating benefit from the 

system. A higher temperature of the glycol water may benefit the new heating system 

as well.  

 

If the heating system would operate with the temperatures represented in Figure 40, 

the heat flow rate for heat exchanger one would be 1.3 MW. The heat flow rate for 

heat exchanger two would be 1.6 MW. The combined heat flow rate for the whole 

system would then be just under 3.0 MW. In Figure 40 below, can be seen how much 

of the heating demand could be covered by this heat source. 
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Figure 40. The heating demand of the new heating system and the heat flow rate of the 

combinations of the heat sources as functions of the outside temperature. 

 

In the figure above can be seen that the heating demand would be covered even if the 

outside temperature would be close to -25 ℃. The heat flow rate for the system is close 

to 3.0 MW.  
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9 Conclusions and implications 

 

The aim has been to compare different waste heat sources for the purpose of using 

waste heat to replace district heating. The three waste heat sources compared are moist 

air from the dryer section, process wastewater and air from turbo blowers. The results 

of these waste heat sources have been discussed in the previous chapter. The new 

heating system could function with an individual waste heat source or with a 

combination of different waste heat sources.  

 

The first waste heat source is moist air from the dryer section. The results were not as 

good as anticipated and the dependency on the outside temperature makes it an 

unreliable and unpractical heat source. Less waste heat is being produced at low 

outside temperatures when the heating energy is most needed. This outside 

temperature dependency and the fact that when the paper machine is shut off no waste 

heat is being produced at all, makes this heat source unbeneficial for this purpose. In 

the sensitivity analysis it was assumed that the temperature of the waste heat source 

would not be connected to the outside temperature. Even though this scenario is highly 

unlikely it did not change the results enough. The heating energy in this heat source 

would still be much lower than for the other waste heat sources. Another disadvantage 

with this heat source is the location for the equipment. The exhaust hood where the 

heat recovery unit would be placed is located on the top floor of the building with little 

possibility to fit the heat recovery unit required.  

 

Due to the disadvantages and the energy recovery potential moist air from the dryer 

section should not be considered further for this heating purpose. The other exhaust 

hoods have heat recovery units, where especially process water is heated with the 

waste heat from the dryer section. This heating purpose could potentially be used for 

this exhaust hood as well if there would be a need for this type of heat recovery. Further 

investigation and evaluation would be needed for the potential heat recovery to process 

water.  

 

The process wastewater heat source seems to contain plenty of heating energy that 

could be used for the purpose of replacing district heating with waste heat from the 
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process. Depending on the investment and the size of the heat exchanger, the heating 

demand could be met exclusively be the heating energy from the wastewater. With the 

right heat exchanger, the heating demand could be met even on colder days when the 

temperature is as low as -20 ℃. The main advantage compared to the moist air from 

the dryer section is that this heat source is not dependent on the outside temperature. 

There are also disadvantages with this heat source, if the paper machine is shut off no 

process wastewater is being produced. The process wastewater also has a high content 

of solids that is unbeneficial when using heat exchangers. The process wastewater 

could be filtrated before entering the heat exchanger. The main advantage with this 

heat source is the high energy potential, which makes this heat sources one of the most 

promising. This heating source could potentially be combined with another one to 

increase the heat flow rate and reliability of the heat source.  

 

The air from turbo blowers is the third waste heat source considered. The installation 

of turbo blowers has the potential to save both electricity and heating energy. The hot 

air from turbo blowers could be used as a waste heat source for the new heating system. 

Two different ways to utilize this waste heat source has been presented. The first was 

to use a condenser heat exchanger. This alternative would in theory have a high heat 

flow rate but would in practice not be the most reliable alternative. This alternative 

would therefor need further investigation and evaluation, if it is a feasible choice. The 

heat flow rate for this heat source would be enough to cover a large portion of the 

heating demand but the practicable needs to be considered.  

 

The other option for utilizing the heating energy from the air from turbo blowers is by 

using a scrubber and a heat exchanger. This option includes more components, and the 

heat flow rate is not as high as for the condenser. Most of the heat flow rate in the 

condenser alternative is dependent on the condensation itself the scrubber alternative 

constitutes the more reliable alternative. The scrubber alternative holds a large enough 

portion of heating energy to cover large portions of the heating demand even on colder 

days in the winter. A main advantage is that although the paper machine would be shut 

off at point a part of the vacuum system would remain running, the turbo blowers 

would then be prioritised. This means that the waste heat source would still produce 

waste heat even if the paper machine would be shut off for shorter periods of time. It 
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would potentially be possible to combine this heat source with another heat source to 

maximize the heating energy for the new heating system.  

 

The combination of heat sources discussed was a combination of the use of air from 

turbo blowers and the processes wastewater. This alternative proved to have the 

highest theoretical heat flow rate of all alternatives. This combination requires more 

components, but the heat flow rate would be higher. Since this combination would use 

multiple heat sources the heating system would be more reliable.   

 

A financial analysis as well as further investigations would need to be conducted to 

decide which option is the most suitable for BillerudKorsnäs Finland. However, to 

cover the heating demand as efficiently as possible the two most promising alternatives 

would be to use a larger heat exchanger for the process wastewater or use the 

combination of the scrubber alternative and process wastewater as the heating source 

for the new heating system. Both these alternatives would enable BillerudKorsnäs 

Finland to replace or at least radically decrease the use of district heating.  
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10 Swedish summary - Svensk sammanfattning 

 

Papperstillverkning är en energiintensiv del av industrin. Då energieffektiva lösningar 

har börjat väcka allt större intresse. De bakomliggande orsakerna beror mycket på den 

ökade miljömedvetenheten som fått en allt mer central roll i många industrier i dagens 

samhälle. För att öka energieffektiviteten har också Europeiska unionen tagit fram 

rekommendationer och förordningar för att minska miljöpåverkan. Med de här 

rekommendationerna och förordningarna försöker EU presentera energieffektiva 

lösningar för att minska energiförbrukningen. De här lösningarna bygger på 

användning av den moderna teknik som finns att tillgå för att förbättra och utveckla 

processer. En föreslagen lösning är att utnyttja spillvärmekällor i en så stor 

utsträckning som möjligt. En annan orsak till det ökade intresset för energieffektiva 

lösningar är de stigande energipriserna, speciellt gällande elektricitet.  

 

För att kunna ta tillvara energi från spillvärme ska det finnas komponenter som 

transporterar energin och omvandlar den till en användbar form. Det enklaste sättet är 

att använda värmeväxlare. En värmeväxlare överför värmeenergi från en varmare fluid 

till en kallare. Fluiderna kan vara i vätske- eller gas fas. En fasövergång kan också 

förekomma i en värmeväxlare i form av till exempel kondensering. Det finns olika 

typer av värmeväxlare, till de vanligaste hör plattvärmeväxlare och rörvärmeväxlare. 

Olika modeller av värmeväxlare har olika egenskaper som kan vara till fördel beroende 

på användningsändamålet. Värmeöverföring kan också utnyttjas med till exempel en 

skrubber. Den stora skillnaden mellan en skrubber och en värmeväxlare är att vätskan 

och gasen kommer i direkt kontakt med varandra. I en värmeväxlare finns en 

värmeöverföringsyta som separerar fluiderna så att de inte kommer i direkt kontakt 

med varandra, utan enbart värmeenergin överförs mellan fluiderna.  

 

Företaget BillerudKorsnäs i Jakobstad kommer att försöka utnyttja spillvärmekällor 

för att helt eller delvist ersätta användningen av fjärrvärme samt byta ut komponenter 

i vakuumsystemet för att spara elektricitet. För tillfället fungerar uppvärmningen av 

produktions- och kontorsutrymmena med fjärrvärme. Tanken är att ett parallellt 

uppvärmningsnätverk kommer att byggas, där glykolvatten värms upp med spillvärme 

från papperstillverkningen och värmer eller förvärmer luftflödet in till utrymmena. För 
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att spara elektricitet samt förnya en del av vakuumsystemet, övervägs en investering i 

två nya turbofläktar. Dessa två turbofläktar skulle ersätta fyra av de nuvarande 

vätskeringpumparna. Den här investeringen skulle spara energi samt möjligen utgöra 

en spillvärmekälla som kunde användas i det nya uppvärmningssystemet.  

 

För att utvärdera olika spillvärmekällor behövs en överblick över hur 

uppvärmningsbehovet ser ut. Det är också viktigt att förstå hur uppvärmningsbehovet 

påverkas av olika utomhustemperaturer. Under vintern kommer nämligen 

uppvärmningsbehovet att vara betydligt större och under sommaren finns det dagar då 

ett uppvärmningsbehov inte finns. Under 2021 var januari den kallaste månaden i 

Jakobstad. Medeltemperaturen var under januari 2021, -4,5 ℃ med en lägsta 

temperatur på -20,5 ℃. För medeltemperaturen fanns ett uppvärmningsbehov på 

1,7 MW och för den kallaste punkten uppgick uppvärmningsbehovet till 2,7 MW. Då 

temperaturen är över 14 ℃ är uppvärmningsbehovet under 0,5 MW. Eftersom 

uppvärmningsbehovet varierar drastiskt beroende på utomhustemperaturen är det av 

yttersta vikt att förstå hur värmesystemet behöver anpassas till olika 

temperaturförhållanden.  

 

Totalt tre olika spillvärmekällor undersöktes och utvärderades för att kunna avgöra 

vilken som skulle passa processen bäst och samtidigt uppfylla de uppställda kraven. 

Den första spillvärmekällan utgörs av fuktig luft som härstammar från 

pappersmaskinens torkparti. Den utgående luften används först för att värma 

inkommande luft till torkpartiet. Efter värmeöverföringen till den inkommande luften 

anses det att det ändå finns en hel del värmeenergi kvar i den fuktiga luften, som för 

tillfället förblir outnyttjad. Luftens massflöde samt temperatur baserar sig på enskilda 

mätningar. Problemet med den här spillvärmeströmmen är att den är starkt beroende 

av utomhustemperaturen. Enligt mätningarna som gjordes finns det mycket 

värmeenergi att tillgå då utomhustemperaturen är hög medan värmekällan blir nästan 

obefintlig vid kallare temperaturer. Ett annat problem är att det enbart finns tillgång 

till den här spillvärmekällan då pappersmaskinen är i drift. Om pappersmaskinen är 

avstängd produceras det inte heller fuktig luft. Den andra spillvärmekällan utgörs av 

processvatten från presspartiet. Temperaturen hos den här spillvärmekällan varierar 

inte beroende på utomhustemperaturen, däremot är vattenströmmen avstängd då 

pappersmaskinen inte är i drift. Både massflödet och temperaturen på spillvärmekällan 
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mäts kontinuerligt och finns tillgänglig som processdata. Den tredje spillvärmekällan 

består av varm luft från turbofläktarna. Eftersom turbofläktarna ännu inte är 

installerade, baserar sig egenskaperna hos den varma luften på konstruktionsvärden 

tillhandahållna av leverantörerna. En stor fördel med den här spillvärmekällan är att 

den inte stängs av även om pappersmaskinen är ur drift, vilket betyder att den här 

spillvärmekällan är mera pålitlig och oftare tillgänglig.  

 

För att avgöra hur tillförlitliga resultaten är för de olika spillvärmekällorna utfördes en 

känslighetsanalys. För den fuktiga luften från torkpartiet antogs ett linjärt samband 

mellan de olika mätpunkterna. Det antogs alltså att den fuktiga luftens temperatur är 

linjärt beroende av utomhustemperaturen. Ifall det antas att den fuktiga luftens 

temperatur inte är beroende av utomhustemperaturen utan i stället ett medeltal av 

mätpunkterna, skulle den potentiella värmeöverföringen vara 0,8 MW. Den här 

värmekällan anses därför inte vara ett bra alternativ. Ifall den fuktiga luftens 

temperatur är beroende av utomhustemperaturen kommer det att finnas lite 

värmeenergi att få ur systemet då det är kallt ute och den skulle behövas som allra 

mest. I stället skulle det finnas ett överskott av värmeenergi tillgängligt då 

utomhustemperaturen är högre och det finns ett väldigt litet uppvärmningsbehov. 

Även om det skulle antas att den fuktiga luftens temperatur inte är beroende av 

utomhustemperaturen så blir den potentiella värmeöverföringen betydligt mindre än 

för de andra spillvärmekällorna.  

 

För processvattenströmmen kan både temperaturen och massflödet variera en del. Då 

processdata för den här värmeströmmen analyserades konstaterades det att 

temperaturen oftast håller sig mellan 50 ℃ och 54 ℃. Massflödet varierar också en 

del men håller sig oftast mellan 20 kg/s och 23 kg/s. Dessa egenskaper hos 

spillvärmeströmmen inverkar såklart på den potentiella värmeöverföringen. En viss 

variation är dock inte helt förvånande och borde inte inverka på lönsamheten av 

användningen av värmeenergin i processvattnet. Det är förstås viktigt att komma ihåg 

att variationer finns och att de här påverkar värmeöverföringen. Det verkar finnas en 

hel del värmeenergi från den här spillvärmeströmmen tillgänglig. Beroende på vilken 

temperatur processvattenströmmen kommer kylas till blir värmeöverföringen olika 

stor. Om processvattenströmmen kyls till 23 ℃ kommer värmeöverföringen vara 

2,7 MW. Om processvattenströmmen i stället kyls till 33,5 ℃ kommer 
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värmeöverföringen vara 1,7 MW. För de olika alternativen kommer arean för 

värmeöverföringen att variera, vilket betyder att storleken på de olika värmeväxlarna 

kommer att vara olika. Om processvattenströmmen kyls till en kallare temperatur 

innebär det en större och dyrare värmeväxlare. Därför är det viktigt att överväga de 

olika alternativen enligt värmebehov och återbetalningstid för projektet.  

 

Den mest känsliga egenskapen hos den varma luftströmmen från turbofläktarna är 

fukthalten. Fukthalten inverkar mycket kraftigt på den värmeenergi som finns att 

hämta från den här spillvärmeströmmen. Fukthalten beskriver hur mycket vatten det 

finns i luften i förhållande till mängden torrluft. Enligt leverantörerna för 

turbofläktarna kan fukthalten variera mellan 0,03 kgH2O/kgTL och 0,12 kgH2O/kgTL. Om 

fukthalten hos luften närmar sig den nedre delen av intervallet betyder det att 

värmeenergin som finns i luften är betydligt mindre än förväntat. Designvärdet för 

fukthalten är 0,09 kgH2O/kgTL. Det finns olika alternativ för hur värmen ska tas tillvara 

från den varma luftströmmen. Det främsta alternativet har konstaterats vara 

användningen av en skrubber. I skrubbern kan den varma luften användas för att värma 

en vattenström som sedan med hjälp av en vätske-vätskevärmeväxlare överför 

värmeenergin till glykolvattenströmmen. Värmeöverföringen till 

glykolvattenströmmen skulle då maximalt vara 1,3 MW. Det här resultatet verkar 

väldigt lovande, men det är viktigt att komma ihåg hur fukthalten av den varma 

luftströmmen inverkar på resultatet.  

 

Det finns två huvudsakliga alternativ för hur glykolvattenströmmen ska värmas med 

hjälp av spillvärme för att täcka en så stor del av värmebehovet som möjligt. Det första 

alternativet är att använda en större värmeväxlare för processvattenströmmen, vilket 

skulle resultera i en potentiell värmeöverföring på 2,7 MW. Det andra alternativet är 

att använda den varma luftströmmen från turbofläktarna samt processvattenströmmen. 

Då skulle glykolströmmen först förvärmas med det varma vattnet från skrubbern och 

sedan värmas till sin slutliga temperatur med hjälp av processvattenströmmen. Det här 

alternativet skulle resultera i en potentiell värmeöverföring på 2,9 MW. Båda dessa 

alternativ uppfyller uppvärmningsbehovet till och med vid en utomhustemperatur på  

-20 ℃. För att avgöra vilket alternativ som passar processen bäst behövs utförligare 

data på hur fukthalten i den varma luftströmmen kommer att variera samt en 

ekonomiskutvärdering.  
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